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Foreword
Under contract · with the Office of Public Transportation Operations, Department of
Transportation, State of Florida, the Center ··for Urban Transpodation Research (CUTR) has
conducted a performance evaluation of Florida's fixed-route transit systems based on data from ·
federally-requit:ed_~ection 15 reports, which are submitted to the Federal Transit Administration
(FTfl} for each fiscal year by systems receiving Section 9 funding. Section 15 repo_rts are the
best single source of data for reviewipg transit system performance because the data are
standardized, undergo extensive review, ·and are the' resull of a substantial data collection and
reporting process by the transit systems. Some Section 15 data are used by PTA and by states
and localities f(>r calculating formulae for the allocation of funding to transit systems. As a ·
result, the data are extremely important to transit agencies.
According to Florida Statute 341.071(3), each public transit provider in Florida must publish a .
numper. of performance and productivity measures in its respective local area newspapers each
year. For tlus particular task 'of .the Performance Evaluation Study, CUTR collected these
newspaper articles and/or other published materials for fiscal year 1992 from each transit agency.
The published data were compared with data from the agenGillS' individual Section I 5 reports to
determine if ait.y differences existed between the data reported in these two sources.
CUTR would like to thank FDOT and each of the individual transit systems for their cooperation
and assistance in the preparation of this report. .

Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of South Florida
1'elephone: (813) 974-3120

Florida Department of Transportation
Office of Public Transportation Operations
Public Transit Office

Project Director: Slel-'tn E. Polzln

Mail Station 26

Project Manager: Joel R. Rey
StaffSupport:
. Victoria A.. l!e~:k

605 Suwannee Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450
Telephone: (904) 488-7774
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Introduction
Rapid growth in Florida has resulted in increased attention to public transit as a potential solution
to the ever-increasing transportation problems in the state. Along with the increased emphasis
on public transit comes the necessity to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of transit systems.
Florida legislation requires the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and Florida's ttansit
systems to develop and report performance measures. More specifically, Florida Statute
341.071(3) states: "Each public transit provider shall publish in the local newspaper of its area
the productivity and performance measures established for the year and a report which provides
quantitative data relative to the attainment of established productivity and performance measures."
It should be noted that the statute does not specify the source from which the data should be
collected.
·

In addition to this statute, FDOT issued a document detailing its administration and management
of the State Public Transit Block Grant Program. Effective December 4, 1992, the document
included an attachment that outlined FOOT's additional requirements for the reporting of transit
performance measures. One of the requirements specified the use of Section 15 reported data for
the published productivity and performance measures. Also, it was mandated that the systems
report data for the..current fil;Cal year just completed as well as for the prior year, thus resulting
in the publication of two years' worth of data in the newspaper. Finally, a table indicating those
specific measures which must be included in the published advertisements was also provided; this
table as well as a copy of the Block Grant Program document can be found in Appendix A.
The primary purposes of this report were to verify that the transit systems complied with the
legislation and to compare the published performance measures with those reported in the
systems' Section 15 reports. The articles from the transit systems, as well as any other published
materials for· fiscal year 1992, were collected by CUTR. The published information was
compared to· the data from the individual agencies' 1992 Section 15 reports. The effort found
that 19 of the 20 public. transit providers in Florida did publish an advertisement in local
newspapers detailing performance measures for 1992. The only transit system that did not
publish an advertisement was Tri-County Commuter Rail Authority, which did not need to
comply with this directive since it is not a block grant recipient.
Most of the systems that published an advertisement in local newspapers provided data for at least
two fiscal years (1991 and 1992). Three systems, including Palm Beach County Transportation
Authority, East Volusia Transportation Authority, and Pasco Area Transportation Service, only
published data for the 1992 fiscal year. Publication dates for all the advertisements ranged from
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late February 1993 to July 1993, with most of the transit systems publishing in the month of
JWle.
.

.

.

On the following page~, Tables 1 thiough 22 present the performance data that each transit
agency published in its resj,ective newspaper, as well as the oo~sponding Section 15 data. For
each indicator, the column labeled "Published" notes the data as it appeared in the newspaper
advertisement. A "DNP" (signil)'ing "did no.t publish") was used in the cases where a system did
not publish data for an indicator ~equired by· FDOT's· Block:· Grant Program docum.e nl The
"Section 15" column lists the figures for the
directly from the
. saine. indicators as calculated
.
validated FY 1992 Section 15. report.s. The last column in each table indicates the difference
between the published data and the Section 15 data for each indicator. Included with the table
for each transit system is a brief discussion of any ·differences in the data, and the pessible
sources of those differences.
It should be noted tliat the Section 15 data were adjusted to include the same modes that were
contained in the published data for comparative. uniformity. For some of the systems, different
modes were used to calculate each of the indicators or measures, so it was necessary to utilize
the same modes when the comparable information was extxacted from the SeCtion· ts· reports.
All comparisons were made relative to the validated Section 15 data, which were assumed to be
correct.
CUTR did not investigate the differences beyond what could be deduced from the given data.
It is possible that reasonable explanations for differences in data could have been identified by
meeting with agency· staff. However, this was beyond the purpose of the effort. In a few cases
the sysiems.
conta~ted for Clarification purposes.
.
..

were
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Findings
This report was completed by CUTR under contract with the Office of Public Transportation
Operation, Department of Transportation, State of Florida, as a part of the performance evaluation
of Florida's fixed-route transit systems.
'

According to FOOT's Public Transit Block Grant Program document, systems are required to
publish six performance indicators, five effectiveness measures, and eight efficiency measures.
The specific indicators and measures are shown underlined in Table A-1 of Appendix A. FOOT
also requires that each system report the days and hours that its service is available; it was
determined that all systems met this requirement in the advertisements. It was also found that
16 of the 19 reviewed systems published data for all19 of the required indicators and measures.
The three systems that did not report all of the required data and the figures that were excluded
are as follows:
•

Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority - revenue hours per employee, passenger trips per
employee;

•

L YNX{Odando) - vehicles operated in maximum service;

•

Regional Transit System (Gainesville)- all six performance indicators, as well as revenue
miles between incidents.

Based on the comparative analyses completed for this study, it was shown that several systems
deviated from Section 15 data for the same measures. For example, while other data would
match the Section 15 report exactly, measures such as the average age of the fleet, revenue miles
per total vehicles, revenue hours per employee, and passenger trips per employee would be
somewhat different.
There were a number of errors and inconsistencies in the published data that seemed to be
common to several transit systems:
•
•
•
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reporting the incorrect measure: for example, a few systems
reported revenue miles as route miles;
including some combination of local, state, and federal subsidies in
the calculation of operating revenue;
rounding differences; .

•
•
•
•
•

using 1993 instead of 1992 as a base year for calculating the
average fleet age;
uti.lizing different service iu:ea poptiiation measures;
utilizing different ntimbers of FTEs;
utili~ng .different numbers of totaf vehicles;
inconsistency of modes included across all indicators and measures
(as well as mixing modes in th.e calculation of effectiveness and
efficiency measures).

A few of the· gystems stated that the origin of the published data was.a source other than the
Section 15 report, such as Palm Beach County Transportation Authority, which used data from
its 1992 Florida Transit Management; Inc., Report of Operations. Overall, however, the transit .·
systems did use the Section 15 reports as a primary source in reporting performance indicators
in the newspaper· for the general public.
To ensure the transit system's credibility and a better understanding of the system's performance
by transit users and other interested citizens, consistency in' the reported data across
advertisementS should be encouraged. Such consistency may be achieved through use of
validated Section 15 data and standardized definitions of ~rfonnance indicators and· measures
when publishing information for the general public.
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Metro-Dade Transit Agency
Table I shows the data published in the newspaper by the Metro-Dade Transit Agency (MDTA),
as well as the coinciding data from tbe.ir I 992 Section I 5 report. Unless otherwise noted in the
table, the data presented are system totals. MDTA provides directly-operated motorbus
(Metrobus), heavy rail (Metrorail), and automated guideway (Metromover). The system contracts
for purchased motorbus and demand-response service. It should be noted that MDTA also
published data for FY 1991 along with the FY 1992 measures. However, the focus of this report
is on the data from FY 1992.
It is evident that very few of the published measures match the Section 15 data exactly. Yet, ·
.
many of them are only different by relatively small amounts. For example, operating revenue
was published as $57,0 I 4,762. However, according to the most updated Section 15 data, the total
operating revenue was $56,144,817, a difference of $869,945. Also, approximately one million
more trips were reported in the newspaper advertisement than in the Section I 5 report.
Other differences in the data occurred in vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and
operating expense per capita. These differences appear to be due to, among other factors, the use
of a population measure 'other than the service area population of 1,735,000 indicated in the
Section IS report.
In addition, a value of 22,698 revenue miles between incidents was reported in the newspaper
(system total excluding purchased motorbus), while, according to Section I 5 data for the same
modes, the figure should have been 20,780 revenue miles between incidents; this results in a
difference of approximately I ,900 miles. Also, revenue miles per 'vehicle was different by about
1,600 miles. It is possible that the larger revenue mile figure that was published (33,623,005)
was the cause of these differences.
Finally, there are some more marked differences in the data, as well. As no!ed previously, the
published value for revenue miles was more than six million miles greater than the number of
system total revenue miles from the Section 15 data. In addition, the route miles figure (which
excludes demand-response data) was reported in the newspaper at almost 5 I fewer miles.
Another large discrepancy is the I 0 I vehicle difference between the published number of vehicles
operated in maximum service and the number from the Section 15 report. The potential causes
of these differences could not be determined.
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Table 1
Metro-Dade Transit Agency

Revenue Miles

. . .. .

Route Miles1
Total

.. .

-4.76
1,916

., .
$2.40

Revenue Miles

Fare'

$2.1 9

$0.21

$6.40

-$1.17

35.74%
29,187

35.18%
27,560

0.56%
1,607

635

630

32,817
$0.75

5
-3

$0.75

' excludes demand-response data
.
• excludes purchased motorbus and.demand-response
3 excludes purchased motorbus
.
• excludes purchased motorlius, metrorail, metromover, and demand-resp<inse
• excludes demand-response and hurricane-related purchased motorbus

..

Broward County Transit Division
Table 2 shows the data for the Broward County Transit Division, which reported FY 1991 and
FY 1992 data for directly-operated motorbus service in its newspaper advertisement. TI1e first
difference between the data Broward published for FY 1992 and the data in their 1992 Section
IS report involves the population measure. Broward used a population estimate of 1,294,090,
which is from the Bureau of Economic and Business Research at the University of Florida and
represents the population of Broward County. The service area population reported in the
system's FY 1992 Section 15 report was 1,337,000. This difference bad an effect on several
measures, including vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense
per capita. It is evident that each of these measures were slightly overstated in the advertisement.
Most of the data Broward reported in the newspaper does seem to originate from its Section 15
report, though there were some misealculations. For example, in figuring route miles, they failed
to include directional route miles on controlled access right-of-way. Thus, instead of reporting
620.30 route !piles, they indicated 607. Also, the published operating revenue figure only
included. pas:!tnger fare revenues and special transit fares. In addition to these fare r.cvenues,
operating revenue should have included the auxiliary transportation revenues and certain nontransportation ~venues found in the Section 15 report. Finally, when calculating revenue miles
per total vehicles, the iota:i number of vehicles in the fleet (221) was used instead of the number
of vehicles available for maximum service (189). This led to an under~)atement of this indicator.
Updates to the data that occurred after publication also contributed to the identified differences.
Total operating expense, which Broward reported as $38,743,256 in the newspaper, was changed
in the Section 15 report to $36,152,737 as of December 1993. The numbers shown in Table 2
for the four operating expense ratios (operating expense per passenger trip, operating expense per
revenue mile, operating expense per capita, and operating revenue per operating expense) and the
average fare are correct given Broward's figure for operating expense. Also in December of
1993, the number of incidents was updated from 772 to 695 . This affected the number of
revenue miles between incidents, which changed from II ,306 to 12,560.
The average age of the vehicle fleet, as detennined from Section 15 data, was 6.42 years.
However, Broward reported an average age of 7.05 years in the newspaper. It is not clear how
that figure was computed. Also, revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee
were both underreported. It is possible that this resulted from using a different number of
employee full time equivalents (FTEs) than was reported in the Section 15 data. Broward County
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reported 559.9·FTEs in its 1992 Section 15 report; from the published data, it appears as though
Broward used 664.0 FTEs in those computations.

Table 2
Broward County Transit Division
. .'

Revenue Miles
··

Route Miles
· Total

607.00

620.30

$1.94
$4.44

$4.14

-13.30

Revenue

.. .
Revenue Miles Between Incidents
Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

25.61%

Revenue
Revenue Miles

Total Vehicles

948
Fare

1;120
35,670
$0.48
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Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Jacksonvill~

Transportation Authority published data for both FY 1991 and FY 1992; however,
only data from its directly-operated motorbus service was included. The published FY 1992 data,
along with the data from Jacksonville's FY 1992 Section 15 report, are shown in Table 3.
Except for a few cases, the published data are taken exactly from the Section 15 report.
One difference is in operating revenue: Jacksonville published a figure of$5,009,163, but the
Section 15 report did not show a breakdown of the revenue between the directly-operated services
of motorbus and automated guideway. Therefore, while passenger fare revenues can be broken
down between motorbus and automated guideway, only a system total for operating revenue ·
($5,389,920) can be determined from the Section 15 data. As a result, it is expected that the .
difference between the two figures represents the operating revenue for the automated guideway
mode.
Also evident!l.l Table 3 is that revenue miles per total vehicles was reported in the newspaper
as 41,862. A figure of 151 vehicles was used in this calculation, and not the 160 vehicles that
was reported in Section IS as available for maximum service. If 160 vehicles were used, the
number of revenue miles per total vehicles would be 39,507, approximately matching the Section
)5 figure (39,510).
For one measure, it was not clear whether the data carne from the Section IS report Jacksonville
published a figure of 129,003 for revenue miles between incidents. However, according to the
Section IS data, the value for that same measure should have been 74,370. Since the number of
revenue miles matched the Section IS data, a different number of incidents must have been used
·· in the calculation than was published in the newspaper.
The number of passenger trips per employee published in the newspaper was very close to the
figure that was calculated directly from Section 15 data The difference between them is only
25 trips. It is not clear what caused this difference, especially since the number of passenger trips
and the number of revenue hours per employee both matched Section IS data exactly (indicating
use of the correct number of FTEs).
·
Several other measures varied only by an insignificant amount. For example, the average age
differed by one hundredth of a year, the operating revenue per operating expense was different
by one percentage point, and the average fare was overstated by one cent. These differences
probably resulted from rounding differences.
10

Table 3
Jacksonville Transportation Autbority

Route Miles
Total
Revenue

13.82
7.17

..Q.01

$0.47

25
$0.01

Mile

Average Fare

..

$0.46

., .
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Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
.

.

Most of the data published in the newspaper advertisement by Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
(HART) came from its. FY 1992 Section 15 report. Table 4 shows the published data,,as well
as the values for the same indicators taken directly from the Section 15 report. The newspaper
advertisement also contained data for FY 1991.
HART's published figure for operating expense was $21 ,288,662. This amount was larger than
the $20,964,220 shown for the Section 15 data since it included interest expense and lease and
rental expenses (which are not included when calculating total operating expense from Section
15 data for purposes of the Performance Evaluation Study). This difference affected operating
expense per capita, operating expense per passenger trip, and operating expense per revenue mile,
which were all slightly overstated in the newspaper advertisement.
Vehicle miles per capita seem to have been understated in the published data. Since passenger
trips per capira matched the data from the Section 15 report (as does passenger trips), it is
probable that !he population indicator used was the same as that in the Section.! 5 data. Possibly,
a slightly different figure for vehicle miles than the one from the most recent Section IS report
was used in this calculation.
The average age of the fleet was reported in the newspaper to be 7.3 years. However, according
to the data in the Section 15 report, the average age should have been 7 :93 years. It is unclear
bow HART arrived at the published figure of7.3 years. Similarly, the difference in the revenue
miles per total vehicles is also unaccounted for, especially since the revenue mile figures were
identical. It is expected that the published measure was calculated using a different number of
vehicles available for maximum service than tltat reported in the Section 15 data.

In the advertisement, operating revenue per operating expense was reported as 20 percent.
However, given the figures HART published for both operating revenue and operating expense,
this ratio should have been 23.55 percent. As noted above, the published operating expense was
overreported; therefore, Section 15 data indicated a value of 23.92 percent for this measure.
Finally, both revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were underreported
in the published figures. It appears that a different number of FTEs, other than what was
reported in the Section 15 report, was used in these computations. In HART's 1992 Section 15
report 335.7 total FTEs were noted. According to the published values for these two measures,
HART bad a total of 402 FTEs.
12

Table 4
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit

... . ... . '• .

·~

-0.63

Revenue
Revenue Miles

Total Vehicles

20.00%
31,145

23.92%
30,940

949
Fare·

20,706
$0.51

-3.92%
205
-121
-2,694

$0.51
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Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
The 1992 data for Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5 presents the data from the advertisement published in accordance with Florida Statute
341.071(3), although two required efficiency measures, revenue hours per employee and
passenger trips per employee, were not published. In addition, Table 6 reflects data from an
annual report that PSTA published separately as an advertising insert in the newspaper. Unless
otherwise noted, PSTA reported system total data (for both 1991 and 1992), which included
directly-operated motorbus and directly-operated and purchased demand-response service.
One difference evident in Table 5 is in the calculation of operating revenue. It is apparent that ·
PSTA used Section J 5 data in figuring this revenue; however, local subsidy revenue, as well as
state and federal subsidies, were also included in the total. In this case, strictly-defined operating
revenue, as determined from the Section 15 report, was $4,413,747. This discrepancy also
affected operating revenue per operating expense, which decreased from I 04 percent to
approximatelfl 9.4 percent.
The average age of the fleet was also reported differently, as shown in Table 5. In the
newspaper, the-.systero total average age was noted as 9.07 years. Using form408 in the Section
15 report for the three modes, the average age was calculated JIS 8.01 years. It is not apparent
how the fleet age of 9.07 years was determined.
Both revenue miles between incidents· and revenue miles between roadcalls also differed. This
is due to the fact that these measures were calculated using the system total number of revenue
miles, as compiled from the 1992 Section 15 report, along with the number of incidents and
roadcalls for directly-operated service only. The Section 15 column of Table 5 reports the
number of revenue miles between incidents and revenue miles between roadcalls for all directlyoperated ·service (using revenue miles for directly-operated motorbus and directly-operated
demand-response service).
Similarly, operating expense per passenger trip was published in the newspaper as $2.39 (see
Table 5). This figure· was determined by dividing the number of paSsenger trips for ·directlyoperated service into the system total operating expense. However, when this measure was
calculated using the operating expense for directly-operated service, the result was still rounded
to $2.39 ($2.388) . .
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Table 5
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Notice Published Pursuant to Florida Statute 341.071(3)

Revenue Miles

Route Miles2
Total
Revenue

1.06
183 .

1

Revenue

$3.52

$3.52·

-..

104.00%

19.41%

84.59%

Total Vehicles
n/a

DNP
DNP

..
1

2

$0.43

24,045
$0.43

nta

includes data for all directly-operated service (motorbus and demand-response)
Includes data for directly~perated motorbus only
.' ..

an

tliat

Table 6 compares the· Section .15 data with data that were in
aonual report
PSTA
published as an advertising inserl. Interestingly, most of this data appears to have originated from
a source other thao PSTA's 1992 Section 15 report.

. 15

For example, passenger trips (ridership) was reported as 8, 116,038, while Section 15 passenger
trips (for directly-operated service) was shown as 9,505,074. This difference may be due to
another data source, or to a different method of calculating trips. Also, operating expense and
operating revenue were reported as equal (at $23,018,320) in the annual report. This is not the
case according to the Section 15 report. The other substantial differences shown in Table 6 are
in revenue miles and number of employees, which differ by 426,272 miles and nearly 35
employees, respectively.
More important, however, is the fact that PSTA's published data in the two advertisements do
not match each other. Different values were published for passenger trips, revenue miles,
operating expense, and operating revenue. It is surpdsing that a system would choose to publish ·
conflicting data, especially given the confusion that will surely result among interested county
residents.

Table 6
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
1992 Ann ual Report - Published Advertisin g Insert

. ....

INDICATOR

Revenue Miles
Total

$18,604,5 73

Revenue
Transit Coaches
DART Vans

470
146

435.1
149

37

38

3

3

' includes data for all directly-operated service (motorbus and demand-response)

16

34.9
-3
-1

. '.

LYNX - Orlando
Table 7 shows the 1992 published data and corresponding Section IS data for LYNX in Orlando.
However, one of the required indicators, vehicles operated in maximum service, was not
published. LYNX reported· on directly-operated motorbus, purchased demand-response service,
and purchased vanpool service (unless otherwise noted in the table). The differences in the data
are few, and are comparable to the differences th~t· h~~e been found for other transit systems.
Like PSTA, it appears that LYNX added local, state, and federal subsidies to arrive at a figure
of $17,257,762 for operating revenue. However, according to data from the 1992 Secti<)n IS
report, total operating revenue ($6,014,082) plus local revenue and state and federal funding is ··
equal to $17,368,S80. This different total for operating revenue also affected the ratio of
operating revenue to operating expense. The table shows that LYNX reported this ratio to be I 00
percent in the newspaper advertisement, while it became 34.8S percent using the Section 15 total
operating revenue.
It is evident 'that a population measure other than the service area population reported in the
Section 15 data was used in calculating vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and
operating expell$e per cap.ita. These three measures were all underreported, despite.the fact that
the other indicators used in the computations,. such as passenger trip.s and operating expense,
matched the data found in the Section IS report.
The average age of the vehicle fleet was also found not to equal that calculated from form 408
of the Section 15 report. The newspaper advertisement reported an average age of 7. 8 years for
the directly-operated motorbus fleet, while the Section IS data for this fleet showed an average
age ·of 7.43 years. It is unclear how the average age of 7.8 years
. was determined.
..
... .
Finally, as with several other transit systems, revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per
employee differed slightly. In this case, both were overstated. Revenue hours per employee was
published as 1,732, yet according to the number of revenue hours and FTEs from the Section IS
report, the figure should have been 1,730. Likewise, the newspaper advertisement reported
30,402 passenger trips per employee. However, when the published figure for passenger trips
(which corresponds with the Section IS data) was used along with the number ofFTEs from the
Section 1S report, the result was 30,374 passenger .trips per employee. Therefore, though the
differences are insignificant, it is conceivable that a different number of employees was used in
computing the published data. ·
..,.
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Table 7
LYNX- Orlando

Route Miles'
Total
Revenue

-'3.32
-3.06
0.37

$1 .72

$1.72
$2.22

Revenue
Revenue Miles

Total Vehicles'

100.00%

34.85%

46,671

46,671

65.15%
2
28 ..

Fare1

$0.43

' Includes data tor directly-operated motorbus only
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$0.43

Palm Beach County Transportation Authority
The Palm Beach County Transportation Authority (CoTran) published data for.directly-operated
motorbus service in it.'! newspaper advertisement. These data, along ·with the corresponding
information from CoTran'~ ·1992 Section 15 report; are shown in Table 8. While much of the
data that was reported in the paper was taken directly from lhe Section IS repo~ some data were
from the Florida Transit Management, Inc. (FTM) Report of Operations for 1992. Tbe use of
data from the FTM Report of Operations in conjunction wilh tj:u~ Section 15 da!a generally
resulted in different figures for. some indicators and measures than· from the sole use of the
Section 15 report.
Instead of using the service ll.fea popuiation figure of. 775)3 5, which was reported in the Section
Beach County).
figure of 896,970 (population
15 da!a, CoTran .used a 1992 'Census
.
..
. for Palm
.
This difference affected three measures: vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and
operating expense per capita. The higher population figure uSed for the published data resUlted
in the underreJr>rting of these measures, as shown in Table

s:·

The
published nwnb.er of trips was indeed from the Section 15 report. However, in August 1993,
after pu~lication oflhese data the number of passenger trips reported for Section 15 purposes was
updated from 2,533,168 to 2,712,882.

Also, lhe table. shows that CoTran published a different number for passenger trips.

The figure that was reported in the newspaper for route mit~ was 3,199,190.· .Jhi.s nwnber was
not found in the 1992 Section 15 report. According to information sent along with the newspaper
advertisement, the source for this figure was the FY 1992 FTM Report of Operations. It is
reasonable to assume that this number act\Jally.represents vehicle miles, since tlie Section IS data
reported motorbus vehicle miles as 3,170,818, which is relatively close to 3,199,190.
Neverthetess, the system's Section 15 report listed 434.9 directional route miles. CoTran also
used the published route miles
·-· when calculating revenue
. .(3,199,190) instead of revenue miles
miles per total vehicles.
The use of data from the' FTM Report of ·operations also caused variations in the 'reported
average fare, operating expense per passenger trip, and operating expense per revenue ·mile
measures. For the average fare, farebox revenue from the FTM report was used in the
computation instead of passenger fare revenues from the Section 15 report. In addition; instead
of using the operating expense, passenger trip, and revenue mile figures that were published in
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the paper to determine operating expense per passenger trip and operating expense per revenue
mile, separate data from the FTM report were used, resulting in underreported figures.
Another difference in the data is in the number of vehicles operated in maximum service. The
system did use form 406 of its Section 15 report to obtain the number: CoTran summed lines
5b and 5d to get 58 vehicles. However, according to line li of the same form, the number of
vehicles operated in maximum service was 60. The use of different lines from the Section 15
report also caused passenger trips per employee to have been reported in the newspaper as 16,063
instead of 17,202; the wrong line from form .404 was used for the number of employees.
The difference found in the table for average age of the vehicle fleet may be due to rounding.
CoTran published an average age of 6.10 years, while an average age of 6.08 years was
calculated from form 408 of the Section 15 report. A rounding djfference may also have been
the cause of the discrepancy shown for operating revenue per operating expense, especially since
both the published operating revenue and total operating expense matched that from the Section
15 data. CoT~an published this ratio as 27 percent, when the given data show it to be 27.26
.'
percent.
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Table 8
Palm Bench County Transportation Authority

Revenue Miles

.

Route Miles

...

. ..

nla

Total
Revenue

$2,313,645

$2,313,645

Fleet
Revenue

0.02

Between Incidents

Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

$3.13

Revenue
Revenue Miles

Fare

$2.40

$3.2f

27.00%

27.26%

$0.69

$0.17
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Taltran - City of Tallahassee
Taltran (City of Tallahassee) published data for fiscal years 1991 and 1992 in the newspaper.
Table 9 shows the data. the sy~1em published, along with the corresponding data compiled from
its 1992 Section 15 report. Indicators were published for directly-operated service, which
includes motorbus and demand-response service.
Most of the published data matched the Section 15 data. There are, however, a few differences.
For example, vehicle miles per capita and passenger trips per capita were both underreported in
the published data. Since the passenger trips were reported correctly, it is possible that a different
population measure was used in calculating these measures (the FY 1992 Section 15 service area ··
population was 129,258):· However, operating expense per capita was slightly overreported in
the newspaper advertisement, even though the published operating expense matched the Section
15 figure. Ultimately, it is not clear what data were used to determine these three measures.
The average Jge of the fleet was also reported differently in the newspaper. However, the
difference beTween the published average age and the average age figure calculated using form
408 of the Section 15 report was only two-tenths of a year. It is expected that this variation
resulted due to..rounding . .
The figures for revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee in the newspaper
advertisement were also different than those calculated with Section 15 data. It is possible that
a different number ofFTEs was utilized when computing these measures, given that the ridership
and service level indicators were identical in the two sources.
Finally, average fare was reported in the newspaper as $0.57. This measure was calculated by
dividing passenger fare revenues by the number of passenger trips. Total passenger fare revenue
for directly-operated service was found on form 20 I of the Section 15 report. Using thi.s number
and the total number of passenger trips for directly-operated service, the average fare was found
to be $0.26. While it is not clear how the $0.57 average fare was actually determined, it is
believed that the passenger fare revenue figure used to calculate this measure included special
transit fares such as the contracted service agreements Taltran has with Florida State University
and Florida A&M University to provide free fare zones for students. Including this fare revenue
in the Section 15 calculation would increase the average fare figure to approximately $0.45, still
somewhat below the published average fare.
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Table 9
Taltran - City of Tallahassee

.

..

Revenue Miles
Roule Miles
Tolal

28.40

'28.46

10.6

10.4

..0.06

0.2

Revenue

Mile

$1.59
$3.25
29.00%

29.00%

29,025

938

-43
'

·:

..

Fare

$0.26

$0.31

'
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Regional Transit System - Gainl,lsville
The 1992 data for Gainesville's Regional Transit System are shown in Table 10. The system
provided data for motorbus and· demand-response service (for 1991 and 1992), which are both
directly-operated. However, Gainesville failed to publish any of the six required performance
indicators or the effectiveness measure revenue miles between incidents. It is clear that the
Section 15 report was the primary source for the published information.
One difference, however, lies in revenue miles between roadcalls. It was reported as 1,284, yet,
according to Section 15 data, the number should have been I, 718. Since neither revenue miles
nor roadcalls were noted separately in the published advertisement, it is not possible to determine ·
how the figure of I ,284 revenue miles between roadcalls was calculated.
' •

Due to an error in Gainesville's preliminary 1992 Section 15 report, operating expense per
passenger mile was significantly overreported. On form 406, line 16i, passenger miles was
incorrectly rc;.p.orted as 766,043. The appropriate figure, which has since been updated, is
7,660,043. 1'he incorrect figure was used in the calculation and, consequently, the operating
expense per passenger mile was published as $2.80, when it should have been $0.47 .

...
In the calculation of operating revenue, Gainesville also include!~ local revenue and state and
federal funding. This allowed the figure for operating revenue to be greater than operating
expense: thus operating revenue per operating expense was reported as I 06 percent. When the
local, state, and federal subsidies are excluded from operating revenue as they are in the Section
15 calculation, the ratio of operating revenue to operating expense equals 35.87 percent.
As seen in many of the other transit systems' newspaper advertisements, the published figures
for revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were different than the figures
that came· directly from the Section 15 data. Gainesville seems to have underreported these two
measures. It is conceivable that a number of FTEs other than those indicated in the Section 15
report were used in these computations (82.1 system total FTEs were reported in the Section I 5
data).
Lastly, the average fare, as shown. in Table 10, is off by a penny. This is a negligible difference ·
that most likely may be due to a rounding error. .
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Tabfe 10
Regional 'fiansit System - GainesY:ille

Route Miles
Total
Revenue

DNP

nta

DNP
DNP
DNP

n/a

$1.50

nla
nla

$1.50

Mile
Revenue Miles

106.00%
30,324

35.87%

$2.33
70.13%
-74

..
Fare

$0.51

$0.52
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East Volusia Transportation Authority
In Table II, data for East Volusia Transportation Authority (Votran) are shown. The measures
that were published in the newspaper advertisement were compiled from Votran's 1992 Section
15 report. Any differences in the data shown in the table were either due to certain indicators
being updated after publication, or to the use of Section 15 data other than what is normally used
in calculating the given measures.
The advertisement provided data on directly-operated motorbus service. However, in total
operating expense, Votran included expenditures for purchased motorbus. Data for purchased
motorbus were not included anywhere else in the advertisement. This explains the difference in .·
operating expense of $187,347. Operating expense per capita, operating expense per passenger
trip, and operating expense per revenue mile were all subsequently overstated, but correct, given
the figure for operatiii'fexpense that was utilized.
Also, operatin.} revenue was inflated since, similar to other transit systems, Votran included local
revenue plus federal and state subsidies in the indicator. This allowed operating revenue to equal
operating expense and, therefore, the ratio of operating revenue to operating expense was reported
as 100 percent,,..As collec!ed for the Performance Evaluation Study, however, operating revenue ·
does not include the local, federal, and state funding. As a result, operating revenue should have
equaled $1,207,837, and operating revenue per operating expense should have been 31.93 percent.
Vehicle miles per capita was published in the newspaper as 8.31. However, after the publication
date the vehicle mile figure was updated from 1,651,986 to 1,552,060. Using the latter number,
the new result was 7.91 vehicle miles per capita.
The difference between the average age of the vehicle fleet reported in the newspaper and that
figured from forrn 408 of the Section 15 report is 1.26 years. Data directly from the Section 15
report indicated a younger fleet than was portrayed by Votran. It could not be deiermined how
the average age of 9.20 years was calculated.
Finally, the discrepancy in revenue miles per total vehicles is due to the utilization of data from
different lines on forrn 406 of the Section 15 report. In this calculation, Votran used the number
of vehicles operated in maximum service (34) instead of the number of vehicles available for
maximum service (37), i.e., "total" vehicles.
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Table 11
East Volusia Transportation Authority

3,025,300

.

..

Revenue Miles

1,463,696

Route Miles
Total
Revenue

Fleet
Between Incidents

Revenue

1.26

Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

.25
$2:58

$0.13

31 .93%

68.07%

Revenue Miles
Revenue Hours
Fare

- .... $0.28
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Escambia County Transit System
Escambia County Transit System (ECfS) reported data for its directly-operated motorbus service
and purchased demand-response service separately (for FY 1991 and FY 1992). The 1992
indicators for the fixed-route motorbus service are presented in Table 12. The demand-response
data was not analyzed, since it was not included in the Performance Evaluation Study. According
to ECTS, the demand-response data as shown in the Section 15 report is not accurate; ECTS
actually accounts for only a small portion of that service. For the advertisement, the system was
able to extract its portion of the service from the Section 15 data and, therefore, what was
published could not be compared to the total demand-response data as it was reported in the
Section 15 data.
The published data for the fixed-route motorbus service was generally taken from ECfS's 1992
Section 15 report, and the differences between the two are minor. For instance, 238 route miles
were published in the advertisement, while 237.7 miles are shown in the Section ·Is report. It
is apparent th/t the route miles were rounded up.
Also, ECTS reported only passenger fare revenues for operating revenue. The system did not
add in auxiliary transportation revenues or non-transportation revenues, which are typically
included in operating revenue. As a result, the ratio of operating revenue per operating expense
was understated in the newspaper advertisement.
Vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita were all
underreported in the published data. It is probable that a population figure other than the one
provided in the 1992 Section 15 report was used in these calculations (the Section 15 report
showed the service area population to be 200,000).
ECTS reported 38,373 revenue miles per total vehicles in the newspaper advertisement. · In
computing this figure, the number of active vehicles in the fleet (25) from fonn 408 of the
Section 15 report was used instead of the vehicles available for maximum service (27) reported
on form 406. The latter number is generally used in the calculation. With 27 vehicles, there
were 35,530 revenue miles per total vehicles.
The last difference between the data that was published and the Section 15 data was in revenue
hours per employee and passenger trips per employee. Both of these measures were understated
when compared to data from the Section 15 report. Possibly, a different number of FTEs was
used in calculating these two measures (Section 15 data showed 61 FTEs).
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Table 12
Escambia County Transit System

Revenue Miles
Route Miles

0.30

Total
Revenue

-1.41
-2 .45

$2.95

$2.95

$3.44

18.37-%

23.43%

·5.06%

38,373
939

Fare

$0.54

-141
$0.54
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Lee County Transit
In its newspaper report, Lee County Transit (LCTS) presented data on directly-operated motorbus
service for fiscal years 1991 and 1992. The FY 1992 data that was reported, for most of the
measures, were from the system's Section 15 report for the same year. Table 13 summarizes the
data.
As shown in the table, the numbt<r of revenue miles was published as 1,342,381. However, this
figure was updated as of December I 0, 1993, well after publication of the advertisement. The
new number of revenue miles was I ,419,041. This difference necessarily affected measures such
as revenue miles between incidents (the number of incidents was also updated from 20 to 21 in
December 1993), revenue miles between roadcaUs, operating expense per revenue mile, and
revenue miles per total vehicles.
LCTS used the 1990 Census population of 335,113 for Lee County in calculating vehicle miles
per capita, pa~nger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita, instead of the service area
population ot·331,338 from the Section 15 report. Use of the Census figure caused these three
measures to be slightly underreported in the published data.
In addition, it seems that t11e number of FTEs .used in calculating revenue hours per employee
and passenger trips per employee for the publication was slightly different from the number of
FTEs reported in the Section 15 report. These two measures were overreported by a very small
amount (only 0.75 for revenue hours per employee and 9.87 for passenger trips per employee).
However, these differences are negligible.
Lastly, the difference between the average age of the fleet reported in the advertisement and that
from form 408 of the Section 15 report is exactly one year. While it is not clearly evident how
LCTS calculated the average age at 7.42 years instead of 6.42 years, it is possible that since the
advertisement was published in 1993, the system used 1993 as a base year in calculating the ·
reported average age of the fleet. Utilizing 1993 instead of 1992 as a base year would result in
an older fleet (by one year).
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Table 13
Lee County 'lransit.

Revenue Miles
Route Miles
Total
·Revenue

$698,121

$698,121

-O.Q5

1.00
-454

$0.12

Revenue
Total Vehicles

-2,129.64

0.75
9.87
$0.39

$0.39
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Sarasota County Area Transit
Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT) used its Section 15 reports from fiscal years 1989, 1990,
1991, and 1992 in reporting selected indicators in the newspaper. Table 14 shows the data for
FY 1992 since this year is the focus of this report. In its advertisement, SCAT presented
information on its directly-operated motorbus service.
There are two indicators in the table that were updated after the newspaper advertisement was
published. First, the figure for passenger miles was changed from 5,604,215 to 5,102,690 in
September 1993. Then, in that same month, the service area population was updated from
241,710 to 247,280. The population difference affected vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips ··
per capita, and operating expense per capita, all of which were underreported in the published
data.
The average age of the fleet was stated as 13.74 years in the newspaper: an overestimation of
approximately,, one and a half years when compared to the age calculated from the Section 15
report (12.3cPYears). How SCAT determined the reported average age is not apparent.
Also, revenue miles per to.tal vehicles was overstated in the advertisement by almost 2,500 miles.
Since the published revenue miles matched the Section 15 data, the difference must have resulted
from the total number of vehicles used in the computation. While the Section 15 data indicated
37 vehicles available for maximum service during FY 1992, it is not clear how many vehicles
were used to calculate the advertised measure.
Finally, the published revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were slightly
larger than the figures calculated for these measures directly from the most updated Section 15
data. However, with revenue hours per employee being different by two hours and passenger
trips per employee varying by 31 trips, the differences were smaU enough to be inconsequential.
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Table 14
Sar.asota County Area Transit

Miles
Revenue Miles
Revenue Hours

71,064

Route Miles

293.80

293.80

20
275,966

. 20
275,966

4.38

5.09

1.20
17.71

1.20
17.71

Total
Revenue
Vehicles

in Maximum Service

. Total Gallons of Fuel Consumed

12.30
116,055

Revenue Miles Between Incidents

..

.'

..

,.,0, 71

1.44

Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

Revenue
Revenue Miles

22.00%

Total vefiicles

22.00%
28,230
1,182

2,491

2 .
31

4.02
Fare

$0.42

4.02
$0.42
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Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District (LAMT) directly operates demand-response and motorbus
service, and contracts for purchased vanpool service. In its newspaper report for FY 1992 (which
also included measures from FY 1991), LAMT generally presented data on the directly-operated
service. However, one measure, passenger trips, also included information on vanpool service.
The total of939,853 passenger trips, shown in Table 15, was a system total figure comprised of
trips for motorbus, demand-response service, and vanpool. Thus, passenger trips per capita was
also a system total figure. Two other measures, operating expense per passenger trip and
passenger trips per employee were also affected.
Operating expense per passenger trip, as reported in the advertisement, was calculated using the
system total number of trips along with the expense for only directly-operated service (excluding
vanpool data). When this measure was calculated using passenger trips for only directly-operated
service (935,329), operating expense per passenger trip became $1.97. Likewise, passenger trips
per employJ was computed using system total passenger trips along with FTEs for directlyoperated service only. When the passenger trips per employee was recalculated using only
directly-operat~d trips, th<,l result was 20,386 trips.
The operating revenue was underreported in the newspaper article. LAMT's figure of $421 ,366
was comprised ofpa.~senger fares for directly-operated service only. From the Section 15 report,
auxiliary transportation revenues (form 201 , line II) as well as certain non-transportation
revenues (form 201, line 14) were also included in operating revenue. Adding in these two
figures resulted in an operating revenue of $721,186.
Vehicle miles per capita was underreported by only two-tenths of a mile. Most likely, since
passenger trips per capita and operating expense per capita matched, the disparity is not the result
of using a different population measure. Perhaps a slightly lower number of vehicle miles was
used in the calculation. Nonetheless, the difference is insignificant Another negligible variation
is in average fare, which differed by one cent. Probably, this difference resulted from rounding.
The discrepancy between the reported average age of the vehicle fleet and that calculated from
Section 15 data was approximately one year. After a reexamination of the Section 15 report, it
is not clear why a difference exists. However, it is possible that LAMT assumed a base year of
1993 with which to calculate the reported average fleet age rather than utilizing 1992, since the
data were reported in a newspaper advertisement during that year ( 1993).
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Also, the opexating expense per passenger mile was reported in the published data as S I.71. This
amount seemed high and, after further analysis, was found to actually be the figure for operating
expense per revenue mile. The tme operating expense per passenger mile \Vns $0.42.
shown for revenue miles per total vehicles (35,842) was actually the figure
Similarly,
.
. . .. . .the number
for revenue .miles between incidents. From th.e 1992 Section 15 report, the number of revenue
miles per total vehicles was found to be 41,356.
;

Table lS
Lakeland Area Mwss Transit

Revenue
152

Route

$1,839,693

Total
Revenue· ·

$421,366

$721,186

In Maximum Service
-0.20
8.54
7.40

Revenue Miles-Between Incidents
Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

6.39

1.01

2,859

Mile

$1.71

$0.42

22.00%

39.20%

99

Fare

$0.45

40.01

• includes vanpool dala

.
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Manatee County Area Transit
Manatee County Area Transit (MANC) operates fiXed route motorbus and demand-response
service directly. Altogether, MANC published data for fiscal years 1990, 1991, and 1992. The
data that was published for FY 1992 has been separated into three tables: Table 16 presents the
data for fixed-route motorbus, Table 17 shows the five indicators for demand-response service,
and those measures reflecting the system totals are illustrated in Table 18.
As evidenced in Table 16, the motorbus data reported in the newspaper advertisement was taken
from the Section 15 report. The ooly published measures that differed from the Section 15 data
wei:e route' miles and the average 'age of the fleet. ln the newspaper, 150 route miles were .
reported. However, according to form 403 of the. Section 15 report, the motorbus service liad
123.7 route miles. The 26.3 mile difference cannot readily be reconciled. Also, it is not clear
how the reported average age of the vehicles was determined to be 6.3 years. Nevertheless, the
difference between the published average age and the age of 6.44 years from the Section 15 data
is negligible. '

4

Table 16 also shows the published average fare of $0.42 cents for fixed-route motorbus. The
resulting figure.Jrom Section 15 data was one penny less. lt is anticipated that this difference
may have resulted due to rounding.
While all the demand-response data in Table 17 match, there is some variation in the measures
provided in Table J 8, which shows data for motorbus and demand-response service combined .
. One difference is in operating revenue, which was published as $689,511. According to Section
15 data, operating revenue should have been $665,223. This disparity could not be accounted
for and als6 affected the operating revenue per operating expense efficiency measure, which was
very slightly underreported (published: 25 percent, Section 15: 25.38 percent).
Finally, in Tabl.e 18, vehicl.e miles per capita, passenger lfips per capita, and operating expense
per capita were all very slightly overstated. As has been noted earlier in the report for other
transit systems, a different population measure may have been used in these calculations.
MANC's service area population, as was noted in the Section 15 report, was 215,000. ·
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Table 16
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for Fixed-Route Motorbus Service

26.30

..

Revenue Miles

Table 17
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for Demand-Response Service

. ·. . .

$2.69

. . 37
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Table 18
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for System Total Service (Motorbus and Demand-Response)

25.00%
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25.38%

..0.38%

Smyrna Transit System
The published indicators and corresponding Section 15 data for the Smyrna Transit System
(SMTS) are reported in Table 19. SMTS provided information on its directly-operated motorbus
system for fiscal years 1991 and 1992. Evaluation of the data (from FY 1992 only) revealed that
the published data was compiled from the system's 1992 Section 15 report.
While the figure that was reported for route miles (66,723) did come from the Section 15 report,
SMTS actualty reported·the number of total scheduled vehicle revenue miles. The route miles
should have been acquired from form 403 of the Section 15 report and, in this case, the figure
was 55 miles.
.. .. ,.
The operating revenue reported in the newspaper was also based on Section 15 data, although the
figure of $182,158 was actually total local revenue ($13,923 of which was operating revenue).
Because local revenue was used in place of operating revenue, the operating revenue per
operating expepse was 100 percent, according to the published data. However, when the actual
operating rev~~ue of $13,923 was used in the ~amputation, the ratio became 7.64 percent. ...
Vehicle miles .v.e r capita ~vas underreportcd in the newspaper advertisement by approximately
two-tenths
a mile... This difference is insignificant,
but may hav~. resulted from the use of a
.
.
slightly lower figure for vehicle miles than what was reported in the Section 15 data (69,735
vehicle miles were indicated in the Section 15 report).

of

The last differences were in revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee, which
were both overreported by negligible amounts. In the newspaper, revenue hours per employee
was overstated by a mere four hours and the published passenger trips per employee exceeded
the Section 15 measure by only 23 trips. It is possible that these diffecences resulted from the
use of a slightly different number of FTEs than was indicated in the Section 15 data.
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Table 19

Smyrna Transit System

Revenue Miles
Route Miles

55.00

Total

$182,158

nla

$182,158

Revenue
2
4.08

-0.18

1.30

Fleet
Revenue

11.00

11.00

Between Incidents

Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

$8.00

Revenlle. Miles

100.00%

$3.29
7.64%

27,714

27,714
1.453

92.36%
4
23

Average Fare
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$0.61

Pasco Area Transportation Service
Pasco Area Transportation Service (PATS) only provides demand response service; in 1990 fixedroute motorbus serviee ' was discontinued. Table 20 shows the FY 1992 figures that were
published in the local newspaper. It is clear that the data came from PATS's 1992 Section IS
report.
There is a difference, however, in how operating revenue was calculated. Local and federal
funding was included in the published figure of$189,821. Such income is not normally included
in operating revenue and, in this case; operating revenue should have been reported as $30,318.
Due to the difference, operating revenue per operating expense was published as 100 percent
instead of 15.97 percent.
Also, the published average age of the vehicle fleet (2 years) is.one year older than it should have
been. It is obvious that Section 15 data were used in the calculation: therefore, the discrepancy
must lie in the:..method that was used by PATS to determine this measure. Perhaps, as with two
previous systfms (LCTS and LAMT), PATS utilized 1993 as a base year when comp~ting the
fleet's average age instead of 1992.
···'
Interestingly, PATS published no reportable incidents and thus were unable to calculate revenue
miles between incidents. According to form 405 of the Section 15 report, three incidents
occurred. Therefore, revenue miles should have been reported as 34,593.
· ·· · ·

For revenue miles .p er total vel;ricles, PATS used five vehicles (vehicles operated in maximum
service) in the calculation. Usually, however, the number of vehicles available for maximum
service is utilized to represent "total" vehicles. With the eight vehicles that were reported in the
Section 15 data as available for maximum service, the figure should have been 12,973, rather
than 20,756.
Finally, both revenue hours per employee and passenger trips p~r employee were underreported
by small amounts. The reason is clear, however, since PATS used 7.8 FTEs in these
computations, yet only 7.4 FTEs were obtained from the Section 15 report. This small dJfference
in FTEs accounted for the variation in these two measures.

· 4r ··· ··

Table 20
Pasco Area Transportation Service

Revenue Miles
Route Miles

28,607
103,780

28,607

n/a

n/a

$189,821

$30,318

·n/a

Total
Revenue

0.18
Incidents

2.00

1.00

1.00

0

3

-3

Revenue Miles Between Incidents

. n/a

Revenue Miles Between Roadcalls

14,826

nla

14,826

Trip

$1.83
100.00%

84.03%
7,783

Revenue Miles

808

-42

-198
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Key West Department of Transportation
Key West Department of Transportation, formerly known as the .City of Key West PoF( and
Transit Authority, compiled the motorbus data that was published in the newspaper advertisement
from its FY 1991 and 1992 Section 15 reports. Table 21, which reflects the FY 1992 data, shows
that the published data was rounded to whole numbers. This rounding of the indicators led to
slight differences in some of the effectiveness and efficiency measures. For example, operating
expense was rounded up to $672,000 from $671,507, and this caused measures such as operating
expense per capita and operating expense per revenue mile to be insignificantly overreported.
the number
Operating expense per passenger trip was actually underreported by $0.0 I since
.
. . of
passenger trips was also rounded up from 227,586 (Section 15) to 228,000 (published).
However, two published measures differed significantly from the Section 15 data. One such
measure, revenue miles between roadcalls, was overreported by 4,321 miles. Obviously, a
number of roadcalls other than that from the FY 1992 Section I? report was utilized in this
calculation (S6f:tion 15 data indicated 65 roadcalls). Also, revenue miles per total ve.bicles was
understated b~ approximately 4,500 miles. It is not clear how the published figure for this
measure was determined, either.
Lastly, revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were both overreported by
relatively small amounts. In the newspaper, revenue hours per employee was higher than the
Section 15 data by 97 hours, while the number of passenger trips per employee exceeded Section
15 data by 1,493 trips. It is possible that the number of FTEs used in the calculation of th,e
p~blished data
so~ewhat different than that found in the Section 15 report (Section 15 data
indicated 13 FTEs). ·

was
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Table 21
Key West Department of Transportation

Route Miles
Total
Revenue

$145,000

$153,906

·$8,906

0.09
10.44

·0.44

$3.91

$2.95
$3.90

·$0.01
$0.01

22.00%

22.92%

..0.92%

1,031
19,000
$0.49

934
17,507
$0.49

97
1,493

Revenue Miles

Fare
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Space Coast Area Transit
Space Coast A.tea Transit (SPCT) operates motorbus and demand-response service directly, and
contracts for demand-~sponse and vanpool service. Except where noted in Table 22, Sl'CT
reported FY 1992 system total indicators in its newspaper advertisement (the advertisement also
included data for FY 1991). ·
One notable difference in the published data is in route miles, which were reported as 400,210.
It is not clear where this figure originated, but according form 403 of the Section 15 report, the
directly-operated motorbus service had 452 route miles. It is possible tbat SPCT was reporting
vehicle/revenue miles for the demand-response and vanpool service as a surrogate for route miles ·
for these two non-fixed route modes. Also, total operating· expense was underreported by exactly
$3,000. The difference in the operating expense affected other measures, such as operating
expense per capita and operating expense per passenger trip. The effects were very nuno~,
however (01i.e
reported for operating revenue included
. cent in each case). In addition, the figure
.
all local, stat';j\and federal funding. Total operating revenue, as d~.tennined from the Section I 5
data, was $2;'964,215. Therefore, given the Section 15 data, operating revenue per operating
expen&-e should have been 69.43 percent, not the 93.3 percent reported in the newspaper.
Vehicle miles per capita also was slightly underreported. Since the population measure published
in the advertisement matched the service area population from the Section 15 report, it is possible
that the number of vehicle miles utilized in the calculation differed by a small amount from the
in th.e newspaper the average age of the fleet was reported to be
Section
.. . 15. data.. Additionally,
.
3.42 years. Based on the Section 15 data, the system total average age was 3.18 years. Even
the elimination of the motorbus fleet from the computation did not reconcile the figure.
Therefore, it could not be determined what data were used in calculating this measure.

.

SPCT reported revenue m.iJes between incidents and revenue miles between roadcalls for
motorbus service only. Based solely on Section 15 data, the number of revenue miles between
.. .
.
incidents (for directly-operated motorbus) should have equaled 57,170, while revenue miles
between roadcalls should have been 13,340. In the newspaper, however, revenue miles between
incidents was published as 33,955, and 15,159 revenue· miles between roadcalls were· reported.
The reason for this disparity was not evident.
Also, in the advertisement 31,3 70 revenue miles per total vehicles were reported. According to
Section 15 data, the-number should·have been 26,970. It could not be determined what modes
were included in the calculation.
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FinaUy, how revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were calculated was
not apparent. Nonetheless, using Section 15 data for directly-operated service (motorbus and
demand-response) and purchased vanpool, 2,322 revenue hours per employee were calculated,
as well as 13,915 passenger trips per employee.

Table 22
Space Coast Area Transit

Revenue Miles
Route Miles'
Total

-0.92
1.70
3.42

1.70
3.18 .

0.24

-$0.01
93.30%
31,370

Revenue Miles
Revenue Hours

Fare'

.16
69.43%

per
$0.61

$0.61

' includes motorbus data only
.
includes purchased vanpool data and all directly-operated service
includes motorbus and demand-response service data only

2
3
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23.67%

Appendix A
Table A-1
Performance Review Indicators and Measures

Service· Area Population

P$$$$nser Trip!
Passenger Miles

Service Supply
Vehicle Mi!u Per Capita

Service Consumption
Passeooer Tri!?s. Per Capita
Passenger Trips Per Rovenue Mile

Vehicle Miles
Revenue Miles

Passenger Trips Per Revenue Hour

Vehicle Hours
Revenue Hours

Route Miles

Total Operating Expen$e
ToiOI Operallng Expense (1984 $)

To.t:al Maintenance e<pense
Total MaintGrlance Expense (1984 $}

•.

Quality of SOt~~lee
Average Speed
Average Age of Fleet fin years)
Number of lncldents

Total Roadcalls
Revenue Mtes Between Incidents
Revenue Miles &bvoon Roadcalls

Total Local Revent\t
Opef!ting Revenue

Passenger. Fare Revenues
TotaJ Employees
••-$
Transportation Operating Employees
Maintenance Employees

Adminlslr.itlve Employees ·
Vehicles Avsilable for Max. S6rvlce
Vehicles Oper<lfed in M$X:, Service
Spare Ratio
' Total Gallons Consumed

Kilowatt Hours of Propulsion Power
'

..

Ope-rating Ratios
Farebox Recovery
Local Revenue Per Oporaling Exp.
Operating Revenue Per Ooe-r. Exp.
Vehicle UtiliZation

Total Capital Expense
\

Cost Efflcloncy
Oeorating Exp. Per Capita
Operating Exp. Per Peak Vehicle
Op,eratiog Exp. Per Passtnger Trip
Operat\ng Exp. Per Passenger Mila
Operating Exp. Per Revenue Mile
OpGrating Exp. Per Rcvt~nue Hour
Maintana.nce Exp. Per Revenue Mila
Msint. Exp. Per Operating Exp.

Availability
Revenue MileS Per Route Mile

Vehicle Miles Per Peak Vehicle
Vehicle Hours Per Pes~ Vehic::ie
Revenue Milos Per Vehlcle Mile
Revenue Miles Per Total Vehicles
Revenue Hours Per Total Vehlcl6s
Labor Productivity

Revenue HOU!$ Per Employee
Revenue Hours Per Opar. Employee
Revenue Hours Per Mainl Employee
Revenue Hours Per Admin. Employee
Vohlde Miles Per Malnt. Employee
Pauenoer Trips Per Employee
Total Vehicles Per Maint. Employee
Total Vehicles Per Admin. Employee

Energy Utilization
Vehlde Miles Per Gallon
. .Vehicle Mikts Per Kilowatt Hour
Fare
Averaoe Fare
'
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Approved:

Effective: December 4, 1992
Responsible Office: Transit
·Topic No.: 72 5-03 0-0 3 0-c

Ben G. Watts, P .E.
Secretary
PUBLIC TRANSIT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM
PURPOSE:
.

..

To deta.il the, Florida Department of Transportation Public Transit
Office's administration and management of the State Public
Transit Block Grant Program.
AUTHORITY:
••

sectio~'34l.052,

Florida statutes

REFERENCES:
Chapter ...341, Florida Statutes; Procedure 725-030-025, Vehicle
Inventory Management; Procedure 725- 030- 005, Service Development
Program; Procedure 725-030-003, Transit corridor Program; Rule
Chapter 14.73 , Public Transportation.
DEFINITIONS:
commun ity ·Transportation Coordinator - A transportation entity so
designated·by the Florida Transportation Disadvantaged
Commission, as provided for in Chapter 427 Florida Statutes and
Rule Chapter 41- 2, to serve the transportation disadvantaged.
· popu l ation in a designated service area.
Central Office - For the purposes of this procedure, the
Department of Transportation, Public Trans i t Office and/or staff.
Distr i ct Office - For the purposes of this procedure, the
Department of Transportation, District public tra.n sporta1; i on
office and/or staff.
·
Eligible Transit Capital Cost - Any costs that ~/auld be defined
as capital costs by the Federal Transit Administration.
Eligible Transit Operating Costs - The tota l administrative,
management, and operation costs directly incident to the
...
provision of public bus transit services, excluding any ·
depreciation or amortization of capital assets, and costs for
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labor, ~1ages and fringe benefits. This means that any operating
expense properly coded ~o expense object classes 503, 504, 505,
506 507, 508, 509, 511 , 512, or 530 in FTA ' s Uniform system of
Accounts and · Records and Reporting (Section 15) system is an
e ligible transit ope.rating ·cost.
Front End ·Funding- Funding disbursement method whereby a loca l
grant recipient Incurs eligible exp enses to t;hich state block
grant funds are first applied and the required local share is
applied
only a fter state· funds
been
.
. . .have·
.
. draHn do~m.

··-

Joint Participation Agreement (JPA) - A.contract between the
Department of Transportation and· a ~ocal sponsor of a
transportation project, defining a project and the Department' s
participation
(Form
· . ..
·
··
... . .
...... ... .801- 01).
.
'·'

be

'

Local ·Government Comprehensive. Pl an- A document found to
in
complia~ce with Chapter 163 F .S. and Rule Chapter 9J-5 by the
Depart~nt of Community Affairs.
Local Revenue Sources- The sum of money received · from l ocal
government enti t i es to assist in paying transit operat i on costs,
including tax funds , and revenue earned from .fare box receipts,
charter ser.vice, · contract service, express ser.vi ce and non·transportation activities .
., .

.

Local Tax Revenue - Local .tax...revenues are thos-e revenues \<hich
are made available for operating expenses and .are derived from
local taxes_, . ~lhether the taxes are collected by the public . __,. .. . . .
transi t provider directly or not. Specifica~ly those r~venues
properly coded· to revenue object classes 408 and 409 ·in the
Section 15 Report are local tax revenues . ·
..

Publ ic Transit - The transporting of people by conveyances or
syst·ems of conveyances, traveling on land ·or >~ater, local or
r ·e gional .in nature, and available for use by the public . Public
transit systems may ·be either government 01;ned or privately
owned. Public .transit specifically includes those forms of
. transportation common l y .knmm as "paratransit" characterized by .
. their, nonscheduled, non-fixed route nature.
Public .Transit Provider- A public agency p roviding pub l ic
transit service, .including · rail authorit i es···creat ·e d in chapter
343 Fl:'tirida Statutes .

.

Public Transit Service DeveloEment Project - A project to test a
new or innovative technique or measure to improve or expand
public transit services as defined in the . Publ i c Transit Service
Development Program Procedure, 725-030-005 .
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Section 15 Report - A report submitted to the Federal Transit
Admini stration in accordance ~lith the uniform system of Accounts
and Reports prescribed by Section 15 of the Federal Transit Act.
This report is one basis for the allocation of block grant funds
and th~ uniform accounts therein are used to validate the lawful
use of funds.

···

"Section 9" Provider - A public transit provider eligible to
rece~ve funds from the Federal Transit Administration's Section 9
program for the purpose of providing publi c transportation in
their service area. Secti on 9 funds may be granted to public
agencies in urbanized areas of 50,000 population or more, and so
... designated by the U. S . Bureau of the Census. Such an agency
becomes eligible to receive block grant funds Hhen the annual
element of its Transportation Improvement Program contains a
block grant project.
·
"Section 18" Provider - An agency receiving funds from the
Transit Administration's Section 18 program for the
purpose of providing public transportation outsi4e an urbanized
' area. For the purposes of this procedure, the term "Section 18"
Provider does not include any Community Transportation
Coord.i nators .
Federa~

·supElant - To take the place of, to supersede . To use block
grant program funds in place of local tax revenues made available
for an.eligible public transit provider for operations in the
previous year . such use would result in the b l ock grant award to
the public transit operator being reduced by the amount of
supplanted local funds.
Transi't Corridor Project - A project to r 'Eil ieve congestion and
improve capacity within . a transportation corridor as defined in
the Transit Corridor Program Procedure, 725-030-003.
Trans·it Development Plan - A Transit Deve l opment Plan (TOP) is a
locally adopted document, addressing a minimum five year time
frame. Preparation of the TOP is the respons i bility of the
public transit provi der, in cooperati on with the appropriate
Metropolitan Planning organization, It is consistent wi.th the
applicable approved local government comprehensive plan ~nd with
the appropriate comprehensive (long range) transportation plan
and supports the Transportation Improvement Program. The TOP
includes an assessment of the need for transit services in the
l ocal area, identifies the local transit po l icies, existing
services ' and proposed service improvements, capital and operating
costs of the proposed services, existing and proposed sources of
funding and a staged implementation plan. A TOP is updated
'
annually.
•"
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Transportation Improvement· Program (TIP) . - The resul t of a
,cq,nt~nuing, ~ooperative and comprehensive planning process which
delineates transportati.on improvements recommended for federal
and state funding .during the program period . The TIP is
submitted to the Department P.er the requirements of Chapter 339
F.S.
BACKGROUND:
'Th!E> .block grant. .J2rogram ~1as enact ed by the Florida Legislature to
provide a stable ·source o~ . funding for public transit. Funds are
. to be a~~arded to t-hose public transit providers elig ible to
receive funding from the Federal Transit Admin is~ration's
Sections 9 and 18 programs and to Community Transportation
Coordinators (see definitions) . The Department of Transportation
will distribute 85% of the funds to Se ction 9 providers · and to
Sect i on 18 providers >~ho are . not Community Transportation . .
Coordina,tors v ia this procedure . 'l'h e Florida Transportation
D isadva~taged· Commission wi ll distribute 15% of the funds to
·community Transportation Coordinators according to their o~m .
procedures.
· ·· · ·
. ..

The bloc'k grant· funds may be used for eligt·ble · capital and
· operating costs ·of public transit providers. Funds may also be
used ·. for trans it service development and transit corridor ·
projects. Projects shall b e consistent. >~ith applicable approved
local government comprehensive plans. State participation is
limiteg to 50% of the nonfedera l share 0 f capit a l project~. 9P
to 50% of eligible operating costs can be paid with program
fun.d s; or ·an amount equal .to the total revenu'e , excluding :·
farebox, char t er, and advertising· revenue and federal funds,
received by the 'p rovider for ·operating cos ts , l~hichever amount is
less. Local "tax revenues ·made available for operating costs
shall. not be supplanted by block grant funds.
PROCEDURE:
(1)

PROJECT .DEVELOPMENT:
(a)

The Central Office is r esponsible f or d i stributing
tables allocating funds to the District ·Offices and
eligible public transit providers each year. The
' tables will be sent to the District Offices no more
than" 45' calendar days after the ·end of the legislative
sess i on.

(b)

District Offices are responsible for programming those
funds according to work program i nstructions. Distri ct
Offices are also responsible for inform ing eligible
public trans it prov i ders of final allocations . no more
than 30 days after receipt of the allocation tables

'

.
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from the central Office. The District Office shall
also make final distribution of Block Grant funds to
operating and/or capital projects in response to the
written·.requests of the public transit providers. The
District Offices are responsible for preparing Joint
Participation Agreements (JPA) between the Department
and eligib l e p roviders for the identified operating
andfor capital projects.
(c)

Joint Participation Agreement (JPA)
1. ·

The District Office shall obtain a written request
for a JPA from a publ i c transit provider pri or to
the preparation of any JPA. The request from the
public .transit provider shall include a statement
of intent to use funds within the limits of the
law and shall state how funds will be divided
between eligible capital and operating expenses,
and whether any funds >~ill be used in a public
transit service development project or transit
corridor project. It shall also provide the
current status of the public trans it provider's
Transit Development Plan Update. The request need
only contain enough detail to complete a JPA and
required exhibits. A copy ·of the request shall be
forwarded to the central Office upon receipt. The
Central Office s hall analyze t he request to
substantiate that block grant funds are not
expected to 1) exceed the amount local revenue
sources >Jill provide to the system, 2) exceed
eligible transit operating costs, or 3) supplant
local tax revenues made available for operations.
The analysis shall be provided to the District
Office in writing upon completion.
If the analysis revea ls that a public t ransit
provider may not be able to expend funds without
breaching the limits listed above, the Central
Office shall so advise the District Office no more
than ten days after the request is received by the
Central Office, either in writing or by telephone.
·The District Office sha ll contact all such
provide~s prior to preparation of the JPA to
i nform the public t ransi t provider. of the finding
. and to discuss the means by which the publ ic
transit provider i ntends to use the funds within
the limits of the law. ior example, if the.
c entra l Office analysis indicates that the request
for operating assistance appears to be f.or more
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funds than there appear to b e e l igible expenses,
· .t he pub l ic transit provider may .indicate that
· there are service expans i on plans which will
generate the necessary eligible expenses . .
If the department ·and the provider agree that the
total block grant cannot be expended, the provider ·
may agree t o accept a block grant of less than the ....
total amount. The funds that exceed such lesser
agreed-upon amount shall be redistributed to other
eligible providers by formula on a statewide
basis , in the subsequent b l ock grant allocation r--· ·
.•.

···

The District Office shall prepare, '~ithin 30
calendar days of a request from an eligible public
transit provider, · a JPA bet ,.een the Department and
the public transit provider receiving b l ock grant
funds. An e xtension to" thi s 30 days may be· · ·
granted by the Public' Transit Office I•lanager i f
the analysis of t h e ·request indicates that the
r ecipient may not be able to use the funds \~ithin
the limits of the l aw, or cannot be complet ed
·because the recipient failed .to ·supply the
D·e partment \~ith .its section 15,,_repor.ts · and most
current budget. JPAs shall be executed as
directed i n 'Procedure No. 725-000-005, Public
Transportation Jo i nt P~rticipat i~n Agreement .

2.

The District Office ·may prepare and execute
separate JPAs for operating grants ·and for capital
grants. Capital grants may be divided int o as
many separate pro ject JPAs as necessary and
.
desirabl e.' ~lhere block grant funds are t o be used
i n eligible service development projects andjor
trans it corridor projects, the use of t h ese ·f·u nds
is governed by the department's !1.ervice ..
Development Program procedure, 725-030- 005, andjor
the Transit Corr idor Program procedure, 725-030003.
.

3. ·

Front End Funding (see definition) may be .used at
the discretion of the District Office, bu t is not
recommended"'in cases «here the questions raised
by the Central Off i ce in its ana lys is (above) are
not ans,~er.ed t o the satisfaction of the District
Office. Any block grant funds distr ibuted to an
eligible provider ~lhich cannot be expended within,: ..
the limitations of the block .grant program shall
be ret urned to the department >~ithin the Year of
the allocation. These funds wi ll be retained in

...
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the district cost center, but the amounts will be
included in the subsequent statetvide block grant
· formula allocation. Authority will then be
reissued for the deobligated funds, and the
District Office will use these· funds to reach 100
p ercent of the District's full block grant
.
allocation in the f iscal year subsequent to the
year the funds were deobligated.
4.

(2)

A-8

Exhibit "C" of the JPA shall include, at a
mini mum, the language in Procedure No. 725-ooo005, Public Transportation Joint Participation
Agreement.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
(a)

District Offices will v isit each. recipient no less than
once a year· at their place of business. The purpose of
the visit will be to monitor the recipient's compliance
with program guidelin·e s . The visi t will . be documented
in the project file using the checklist founci 'ln
Attachment "B" of these procedures.

(b)

The District Office shal l monitor the progress that the
public transit provider is making in preparing the
Transit Development Pl an as required by 341.071(1) F.S.

(c)

The Distr_j,c.t Off.ice shall approve ar;>y set of
·performance · measures established .by recipients w~ich
includes the measures i ndicated in Attachment "A" of
these procedures. Recipients may publish additional
measures, but a ll recipients sha l l be required to
publisti· the core set of measures i ndicated by t he
symbol o .

(d)

. Dist,ri.ct. Offices are responsible for collection of the
material required to determine eligibility and
allocations (Section 15 repprts and updates or
revisions, and current adopted budgets submitted by the
first working day of !1arch each year according· to the
terms of Exhibit c of the JPA) and transmittal ·of the
material to the Central Office.

(e)

District Offices shal l process all invoices in
accordance with the Invoice ·Processing Procedure, 350030-400. For operating costs, the format described in
Attachment "C" of these procedures will serve as the
necessa ry documentation for the invoice.· · Only if the
invoice includes travel costs will additional
documentat ion of incurred costs be required. .If travel
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costs are included, documentation as .outlined in
Procedure No . 300-000-001, Travel-1 shall be submitted.
Invoices for capital expenses shall be supported by
· documentation of capital expenses as outlined in the
JPA.

(f)

..

(g)

· ·· ···•"''

In the event the public transit provider cannot use its
entire block : grant allocation ~lith i n the limits· of the
law, the Dist rict Office shall deobligate the funds and
notify the Central Office of the amount of excess
funds . . These funds >lill be reta i ned in the district
cost. center, but t he amounts 1;ill be included in the
subsequent state>~ide block grant formula allocation.
Authority >~ill then be reissued for the deobligated
funds, and the District Office >~ill use·these funds to
reach 100 percent of the District's full block grant
·allocation in the fiscal year subsequent to the year·
the funds ~1ere deobligated.
·-·
If an ·.audit reveals that an eligible provider expended
block grant funds on unauthori zed use s , the provider
must repay to the department an amount equal to the
funds· expended for unauthorized uses >~ithin the year of
the al~ocation. The department shall redistribute such
repayments to other eligible -providers in the
subsequent allocation per the process described in (f)

above.

(h)

.

Upon project .closure , the Distri ct Office shall have
·readily
a'l(i>ilable,. at a minimum: .
.

..

1.

a copy of the Section 15 report for the year funds
"'ere allocated;

2.

thg public transit provider's adopted budget for
the year funds_ '"ere allocate_d.; . .

3.

a copy of the re levant pages of the TIP for the
year funds ~1ere allocated;

4.

all Joint Participation Agreements and any ·
amendments for the year f unds ~1ere allocated
~ogether with the - letter from the recipient
requesting funds; ·
·

5.

a copy of the performance repor t for the year
funds ~1ere allocated ~1ith the affidavit of
publication or an actual copy of the.newspaper
publication;
•
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6.

a copy of the Transit Development Plan prepared in
the year funds were allocated;

7..

documentation that procurements were approved as
required by. the JPA;

8.

A-10

. . a copy of each invo i ce
. presented for payment.

9.·

documentation of the site visit performed by the
District Office;

10 ,

documentation that the audit required by the
Single Audit Act of 1984 for the year funds >!ere
allocated was completed and forwarded to the
Office of chief Internal Auditor in the Central
Office per Procedure No . 450-021-001,
Recip ient/Subr ecipient Single Audit Procedure;

11.

the file ro:ay also contain additional
correspondence and information considered by the .
District Offic·e to be important to a cornprehensfve ·
understanding of the project.
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The 1990 Florida Legh;;).atur~ ame.n!'led 341.041(3), ~Thich prov ides
for the bepartmen-t;'s t'ransit responsibilities ~lith respect to
state ' transit measures, as follows:
"Develop, publish, and admini'ster state measures concerning
system management, performance, productivity, cost
distribution and safety or' 'government owned public transit
systems· and privately 0\med or operated systems financed
~1holly or in part .,by state funding .
Such measures shall be
developed j ,o ,intly "ith representatives of affected publicly ·
owned transit systems and in coordi nation "ith affected
privately o"ned systems, ~lith full considerat i on g i ven to
·natiom1ide inqustry norms."·
For the purpose of performance measure reporting the public
transit ;..provider i s al l "Secti on 9" t r ansit systems and "Section.
18" tr~sit systems that are not designated as communi ty
·
transportation coordinators pursuant" t'o" chapter 42 7 Florida
Statute.
(The Transportation Disadvantaged Commission is
responsible for the program >~ith respect to Community
Transportation Coordinators as per Section 3 41. 052(5), F . S.)

.

. . ..

.,

Florida
Statute 341.071 was also enacted requiring . the following:
.
(2)

· ·· ..

"Each public ' trans i t provider shall establ·ish producHv i"ty
and performance measures, \~hich must be approved by the
Department and ~TI},;i.ch must be s.e;l..ec;:te~. from measures
devel'oped pursuant to s, ...341. 041 (.3)..,, .., Eac.h provider Shall
report annually 't o the Department relative to these
rneas'Jre.s... . . In approving these · measures, the Depar tment shall
give consideration to the goals and objectives of each
system, the".·needs of the l oca l area, and the r ole for p (lb l ic
· trans i t in the local area."; and

(3). "Each public transit provider shall publish in the local
newspaper of its area the productivity and performance.
measures establ ;i,,.hed for the year and a report ~1hich
provides quantitative data relative to the atta i nment of
established product ivity and performance measures." .
The establishment of productivity and performance measures ·must
be accompl ished by July 1 of each year. The Central Office ,.ants
to assure that the performance measures reported by the public
transit providers in the local newspaper and those used· by the
Department in its statewide repo.rt are:
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1.

For the same time period,

2.

Use the same Section 15 report, and;

3.

Use the official population estimate·s of the Bureau of
Economic and Business Resear ch of the University of
Florida at Gainesville for populat i on.

The transit provider's fiscal year (i . e . October 1, through
September 30) just completed as >Jell as the prior year >Jill s~rve
as the two year reporting period. The section 15 Repor ts for
this period will serve as the data source for the newspaper
report.
The list of performance measures developed for t he Department of
Transportation by the Univers i ty of South Florida in· cooperation
with the Florida Transit Associat i on and Florida transit systems
is attaehed . The central Office has established a core set of
perforl(;;ince measures that must be contained in every l oca·l
ne>Jspaper repor t (the symbol o ident ifies those measures in the
· l ist). The provider is required to obtain the Department's
approval of the report. The District Office shall approve any
report c·o nforming to these procedures.
The transit provi der's annual report to the Department, as
required in Section 341.071(2), F.S., will be accomplished when
the transit p roperty provides both the ..,District· and Central
Offices with a copy o f the local ne>Jspaper report.
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*

*

*

This page left · inte'n tionally blank for Page 3 of Attachment A
l~hich is the Transit Performance ~Ieasures form and is not
compatible with ttie DOT Infobase·.

*

*

*
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Attachment B
RECIPIENT 110NITORING SITE VISIT
Review all files pertaining to the recipient. Become familiar
with the status of each project, fund balances, audit exceptions,
Transit Development Plans etc. Note any problems that have
arisen in the past.
Coordinate required site visit . This monitoring visit may be
coordinated with visits required .under by other Departmental
procedures such a s the transit safety program or the triennial
revie>~ conducted by FTA staff.
Schedule the visit 'lith the
recipient . . Try to accommodate local schedules as much as
possible, but don't permit excessive delay .
CHECKLIST
Has
by
the ·
the TOP been adopted by the po l icy boa r d and been · endorsed
MPO?
1. What is the status of the TOP at the time of the visit?

2 . Are recommendations for service changes in the TOP being
adopted?
3. Has FTA, the auditors or .the Office of the I·nspector General
taken exception to or disallowed any of the recipient's Section
15 data in the past? If so >~hat corrective actions have .. been
taken?
4 .. Revie>~ the RFP or 9ther instructions to auditors retained to
perform the audits required by .t he Sing l e Audit Act of 1984.
Have the audi t ors been instructed to specifically test and
certify that the limitations of the block grant program have been
adher·e d to?
.. .
5. If the revie>~ of the recipient ' .s files revealed any problems,
discuss each of those problems with the recipient . Make
discussion notes as part of the documentation for the s ite visit.
6. At the end of the visit, ask the recipient if they have any
questions about or probl ems 'lith DOT policies and procedures that
they need to discuss further. If questions arise that you are
unable to ans>~er immediately, make the commitment to follow up
quickly.
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Attachment c
...INVOICE FORI'IAT
RECIPIENT LETTERHEAD

DATE
Addressed to Public Transportation Manager at appropriate
District Office
In accordance with Chapter
, F.S . , the Joint
Participation Agreement and any supplemental Agreements dated
bebreen the . Florida Department of.
Transportati?~ . and

The Agency i ncurred the indebtedness listed bel01" between
and
(JPA Date)
(Date)
•

FOOT w~' Number -------------... . .

FOOT Job Number

have incurred costs eligible for rei mbursement under the
public transi t b l ock grant program as follo~1s:

l~e

..

--··

.

Total Expenses
Ineligible "Expenses:
Total Eligible Expenses:
Maximum DOT participation:
Total State share of eligible
· . expenses incurred' to date:
. Previously bille d:
This billing: · "
I certify that the.aforesaid listi ng i s true and correct, and
that all of the costs incl ude d a r e el i gible operating ~osts for
e·l:ii;rible public 'bus transit or loca l publ ic .fixed-guideway
p r ojects, and that :the afor esa i d l isti ng does·not include costs
for labor, frlnge'·benefits, depreciation or amorti~ation Of ·
capital assets, and that .the amounts bi lled do not exceed local
revenue, and that public transit block grant funds have not been
used to supplant local tax revenues made availabl e for operations
in the year immediately preced ing this agreement, and that any
travel costs included are documented in attachments to this
invoice, and that costs included in· aforesaid listing were
i ncurred during the. term of the Jo i nt Par ticipation Agreement
dated
and that where costs attributable to
third party contracts or capital expenses have been billed, the
Florida Department of Transportation has issued written
concurrence as outl i ned in Sections 12.10 and 15 of the Jo int
Participation Agreement on
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I certify that the aforesaid
listing is true and c'o rrect.

I

Approved

By fsf
(Agency Head or Auth. Rep.)

District Public Trans .

~tanager

Date _ _

certify that the Agency has
complied with the provisions
of this agreement.

Title
Date

Approved as Heeting Terms of Contract
District Project Manager
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